CHAPTER V
CLOSURE
A. Conclusions
1. The steps for applying the Super Taḥfȋẓ method at SD Islamic Bilingual
Science Martapura
Sekolah Dasar IBS uses the Super Taḥfȋẓ method in memorizing the
Qur’an. All students are required to memorize at least one of verse every day.
After each complete memorization of one sȗrah, it will be muraja’ah
repeatedly until fluently. If it is fluent, then the teacher adds new memorization.
The target of memorization in this school is not too much, because the time is
used more for muraja’ah than added the memorization. The application of the
Super Taḥfȋẓ method at Sekolah Dasar Islamic Bilingual Science has been
effective. The fitur special of this method which uses the taqti’ system is:
cutting the reading of the memorized verses of the Qur’an according to the
sound or reading not to syllable.
2. The problem of memorizing the Qur’an at SD Islamic Bilingual Science
Martapura
In the memorization process, of course, it cannot be separated from the
accompanying problems, the problem is divided into two: Internal and External.
a) Internal Factors
1) Each student’s intelligence different
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2) Boredom in memorizing and feeling lazy to muraja’ah
3) Incompetency of reading and writing the Qur’an
b) External Factors
1) Less of the teachers
2) Parents fully hand over rote guidance to the teacher
3) The circle friends of children who do not come from Taḥfȋẓ
Elementary School.
B. Suggestions
1. For further researchers, the results of this research can be used as material
for comparison and research references as well as consideration for further
deepening to research with different aspects.
2. To students always be enthusiastic in learning to read and memorize the
Qur’an, and be diligent in repeating the memorization so that are maintained
in their memories.
3. For the teachers to always guide students in memorizing the Qur’an,
because with the guidance of a teacher will be able to help students in the
memorization process
4. For parents to always pay attention to their children, because prayers and
support from parents are the most influential among others.

